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Energy Storage and its Use with Wind Power
John P. Barton and David G. Infield, Loughborough University, UK

Abstract-- A simple probabilistic method has been developed
to predict the ability of energy storage to accommodate the
intermittency of wind-powered generation. This method can
estimate the fraction of time the store is empty or full, the
amount of wind energy that must curtailed and the amount of
electrical demand left unsatisfied by wind power alone. The
method can be applied to stand-alone systems or to weak
electricity grids where the level of wind powered generation
would be limited by network constraints. A wide range of time
scales from seconds to months can be accommodated. The
method is briefly outlined, and illustrated by example.

curve for the wind turbines, an assumed constant electricity
load over time period in question (variable loads can be
accommodated but for simplicity have been excluded in this
paper), and represents the energy storage system as a series of
filters in the spectral domain.
B. Wind Turbine Modeling
A generic power curve for a 1MW wind turbine has been
used for the calculations presented here, Fig. 1. The curve was
constructed from data for commercially available wind
turbines [2].

Index Terms— Energy storage, Interconnected power systems,
Modeling, Power distribution, Wind power generation.
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II. MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS
A. Outline of Methodology
This computational method developed relies upon spectral
description of the wind speed together with standard power
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Fig. 1. Composite 1MW Turbine Power Curve From Three Commercial
Turbines

C. Wind Speed Variations
The Van Der Hoven spectrum [3] describes wind speed
variations up to 1000 hours in duration. Corresponding spectra
must be calculated from local wind speed data in order to
predict accurately the character of wind power variations at a
given location. Data has been analyzed for a well-documented
location, The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in
Oxfordshire, UK Fig. 2.
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NERGY storage for installation within an electricity
distribution system can be provided by a range of
technologies and can add value in a variety of ways [1].
Income may be derived from an energy store by charging it
when the local electricity value is low and discharging it when
the value is high. If, at some times, the grid at the point of
connection of the wind turbines cannot absorb their entire
output, then this generation must be curtailed and the value of
the excess is effectively zero. If, at other times, demand is
high and expensive generators are used, then the value of
electricity will be high. Another source of income results from
the supply of ancillary services, for example reactive power,
voltage and frequency control and emergency power during a
power outage (known as black start). This paper focuses on
the first situation, in which the value of a store depends on
time variations in the local cost of electricity.
Wind power is currently the fastest growing renewable
energy source worldwide. It also poses the most immediate
challenges for grid connection and network operation. Wind
turbine output depends directly on wind speed and varies
across a wide range of time scales.
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Fig. 2. Wind Speed Variation Spectra Adjusted to 8m/s Mean Wind Speed

Probability density functions for wind speed are
commonly taken to be Weibull; the shape and scale
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parameters of which have been identified for the Oxfordshire
site.
III. CALCULATION APPROACH
A. Spectral Analysis Methods
Filter functions have been applied to the spectrum of wind
speed variations from RAL, Fig. 2, in order to calculate the
probability distribution of period-average wind speeds, the
distribution of wind speeds within each period, and the size
(energy capacity) of the required store. For a given store
frequency component, i with amplitude, A and phase angle

i ,

the instantaneous component of wind speed is:

U i  Ai sin i t  i  .
Averaging this quantity over the store period, T gives the
contribution from this frequency to the period-average wind
speed:

Ui 

Ai
cos i  cos iT  i   .
 iT 

This average is then squared and integrated over all
i from 0 to 2 to give the contribution to the variance in the
period average wind speed. The resulting integral is:

the complement of the low pass filter function in the sense that
summing the two time series resulting from application of the
two filters to a given time series results in the original series.
A third filter function is used to calculate the variance in
state-of-charge of a store associated with a particular
frequency component,  i :

VSOC 

This is applied to the original spectral density. Integration
of the resulting spectrum gives the variance of wind speed x
time. This is square-rooted and multiplied by the average
gradient from the turbine power curve to produce a standard
deviation of state-of-charge. The effective energy capacity of
the store is approximately given by twice the standard
deviation of state-of-charge. The factor of 2 is empirical
(rather like the factor of 2.4 used by Infield) but is intuitively
the result of the symmetry about the mean value mentioned
above.
Low frequency components have little effect on the store,
since their magnitude varies so little during period, T . High
frequency components also have little effect on the store,
since they complete many cycles during period, T , so each
cycle accumulates and discharges very little energy.
1.8
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speed, U i and the period-average, U i :

Ai
cos i  cos iT  i  
 iT 
If this quantity is squared, integrated over time, T and

U i  U i  Ai sin i t  i  

i , then the component

of wind speed variance within period T results:
2

A2  A 
V2i  i   i  1  cos iT  
2   iT 
This integral represents a high pass filter, previously
derived by Bossanyi [5] and also shown in Fig. 3. It is actually

Weighting Function

1.6

This formula is the same as the low pass filter used by
Infield [4] for storage modeling, but without the 2.4 empirical
scaling factor. The filter for a one-hour store is shown Fig. 3.
Low frequency components (small ) have a relatively large
effect on the period average wind speed whereas high
frequency components (large ) have a small effect on the
period average. Low frequency components remain nearly
constant throughout a time period, T . High frequency
components of wind variation complete many cycles during
the time, T , and time spent above the long-term mean is
approximately balanced by time spent below.
The variance of wind speeds within a period, T is
calculated in a similar way, but this time, the important
quantity is the difference between the instantaneous wind

averaged over all possible values of
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Fig. 3. Spectrum filter functions

B. Wind Speed Distributions
In the examples given in this paper, all wind speed
distributions have been corrected to a long-term mean wind
speed of 8m/s. At short time scales, e.g. one hour, the wind
speed is described by a long-term Weibull distribution of
hourly average wind speeds combined with short-term,
Gaussian distributions of turbulent wind speeds, about the
hourly average. At longer time scales, typically a month, the
wind speed is described by a long-term Gaussian distribution
of monthly average wind speeds combined with Weibull
distributions covering the range minutes to days. The
probabilistic method uses either Weibull or Gaussian
distributions depending on the size of the variation, predicted
by the filter functions.
C. The Probabilistic Method
The operation of energy storage has been modelled using
probabilities, presented within a matrix describing short-term
and long-term wind speed variations. A very simplified
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example of an hourly matrix is shown in Table I. For the
example matrix, the long-term average wind speed is 8m/s and
the standard deviation of wind speed variation within each
hour is 1.95, representing a turbulence intensity of 24%. This
is somewhat larger than the actual turbulence intensity at the
RAL site, and is used for illustration only. The distribution of
hourly average wind speeds is modelled by a Weibull
distribution. Each row represents a different interval of
average wind speed over a period (in this example, one hour).
Let us call the mid-value of this interval U1. In the example,
U1 takes three possible values: 4m/s (representing hourlyaverage wind speeds from 0m/s to 6m/s); 8m/s (representing
hourly-average wind speeds from 6m/s to 10m/s); and 12m/s
(representing hourly-average wind speeds above 10m/s). Each
element within each row represents a different interval of
instantaneous wind speed (second by second) higher or lower
than U1. The instantaneous wind speed =U1+U2, where U2 is
the interval mid-value of the instantaneous variation. The
matrix has been constructed so that each column represents a
fixed ratio of U2/U1 (for the case of hourly modelling this
represents a fixed value of turbulence intensity as would be
expected for a given site). In the example spreadsheet of Table
I, U2 takes values of –1, 0 and +1 times the standard deviation
of variation within one hour. For example, when the hourly
average is 4m/s, U2 takes values of about –1m/s, 0m/s and
+1m/s, giving absolute wind speeds of 3m/s, 4m/s and 5m/s.
These values of U1+U2 actually represent ranges of wind
speeds: the first column represents values of wind speed less
than the mean minus half a standard deviation
(U1+U2<3.5m/s); the middle column represents wind speeds
from mean minus half a standard deviation to mean plus a half
standard deviation (3.5<U1+U2<4.5); the final column
represents wind speeds greater than mean plus half a standard
deviation (4.5<U1+U2).
Each element in the matrix is also associated with a wind
turbine power output calculated using the turbine power curve
of Fig. 1, at a wind speed of U1+U2, see Table I. For each time
scale considered, all variations in wind speed slower than the
time scale in question are described by one probability
distribution function, p(U1), (one value of probability for each
row of the matrix). Variations faster than the time scale are
described by a second probability distribution of wind speeds
within the time period, p(U2), (one value for each column of
the matrix). In the case of a one-hour store, this second
distribution describes turbulent variations in wind speed, and
is best represented by a Gaussian distribution. The wind speed
distributions are described in more detail in section III B
below. The wind speed spectrum can be usefully split into two
as shown in Fig. 2. To the right of the line, all variation in
power output is assumed to be smoothed by the one-hour
energy store. To the left of the line the variations cannot be
smoothed by the store because of its limited size.
In the spreadsheets, energy can be ‘taken’ from points with
high wind power output and ‘given’ to other points in the
same row with lower power. This represents the action of a
store absorbing transient surpluses and delivering this as

useful energy a short period later. Energy cannot be
exchanged between rows because this would require longerterm energy storage than is being modelled. The precise
redistribution is not important and is not calculated, but the
spreadsheets do calculate the total amount of power
transferred, and the total amount of extra energy exported to
the electricity network, see Table I. For the example in
question, the chosen maximum charging and discharging
power of the store is 300kW. One particular time of day has
been chosen, in which the maximum power that can be
absorbed by the local electricity network is 602kW. Each
hourly-average case is now considered:
1) Row 1:
When the hourly average wind speed, U1 is 4m/s, the wind
turbine is only generating for a small proportion of the time.
When it does generate, the local network can absorb the entire
power. The store would be able to export an additional 300kW
(limited by the power rating of the store) but this power is just
not available. In this case, the store does not increase the
power exported.
2) Row 2:
When the hourly average wind speed, U1 is 8m/s, there are
occasions when the wind power exceeds 602kW (by 39kW
when U1+U2 is 10m/s). The probability-weighted average
excess power is 12kW, but the store has a finite round-trip
efficiency of 90%, so the power available is only 11kW. The
store would be able to export an additional 185kW on average
(sometimes limited by the network capacity and sometimes by
the store discharge power rating of 300kW). However, the
extra exported energy is limited by the former quantity, the
available stored power. Therefore the extra exported energy is
only 11kW.
3) Row 3:
When the hourly average wind speed, U1 is 12m/s, the
wind power exceeds the local Network capacity most of the
time. The wind power exceeds the limit of 602kW by 243kW
on average. The average excess power that the store could
absorb is then 207kW, limited by the store maximum charging
rate of 300kW. When multiplied by the store efficiency of
90%, this becomes 186kW. However, on this occasion, the
power that the store can export is limited by the local network
capacity. The average extra exported power is therefore only
28kW.
Of course, the actual matrix includes many more values of
U1 (rows) and U2 (columns) to achieve a representative model,
and also take into account the round trip efficiency of the
energy storage technology being considered. The one-hour
storage matrix assumes an efficiency of 90% appropriate to a
high-speed flywheel system.

F. Energy Rating Calculations
The probabilistic matrix method outlined above approximates
the temporal aspects of operation: when and how often the
store fills and empties, and hence it can predict the required
energy rating of the store, and the fractions of time that the
store is full or empty.
To illustrate the calculation approach some example results
are presented in section IV below. These calculations have
also been validated against more conventional time step
modeling. The results have been calculated for a store where
the long-term average wind power is almost equal to the longterm average demand, where the efficiency of the store is
100% (no losses) and where the charging and discharging
rates of the store are unrestricted.
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Fig. 4. Calculated store size vs. time scale

The probabilistic method predicts the electrical demand left
unsatisfied by wind power and the store as shown in Fig. 5.
Because in this example the average wind power almost
balances the electricity demand, the unsatisfied demand is
almost equal to the curtailed wind power.
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Fig. 5. Electrical demand left unsatisfied by wind power vs. store size

The method can also predict the power throughput, that is
the average power either entering or leaving the store, Fig. 6.
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TABLE I
ILLUSTRATION OF AN HOURLY SPREADSHEET METHOD
Mean
Mean + Probability
Wind Turbine Power
Mean
1 Std.
Weighted
Capacity =1000kW
-1
Dev.
Average
Std.
Dev.
Probabilities
0.31
0.38
0.31
Row 1: U1=4m/s,
Probability = 0.43
U1+U2
3.0
4.0
5.0
4.0
Wind Power, kW
0
24
67
30
Excess Power, kW
0
0
0
0
Power Stored, kW
0
0
0
0
Extra Discharge
300
300
300
Capacity, kW
Extra Power to
0
Network, kW
Row 2: U1=8m/s,
Probability = 0.36
U1+U2
6.0
8.0
10.0
8.0
Wind Power, kW
144
360
641
380
Excess Power, kW
0
0
39
12
Power Stored, kW
0
0
39
12
Extra Discharge
300
241
0
185
Capacity, kW
Extra Power to
11
Network, kW
Row 3: U1=12m/s,
Probability = 0.21
U1+U2
9.1
12.0
14.9
12.0
Wind Power, kW
510
915
1000
816
Excess Power, kW
0
313
398
243
Power Stored, kW
0
300
300
207
Extra Discharge
92
0
0
28
Capacity, kW
Extra Power to
28
Network, kW
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IV. RESULTS
The state-of-charge filter function has been applied to the
RAL spectrum and gives the predicted store sizes for each
period length, Fig. 4. These store sizes have been used in the
time-step simulations used to verify the probabilistic method.

Fig. 6. Average power entering and leaving the store

Fig. 7 shows calculations of the fractions of time that the
store is empty and full.
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Fig. 7. Fractions of time that the store is full or empty

V. CONCLUSIONS
The research presented here has demonstrated that key
aspects of the use of energy storage to improve wind power
integration can be captured by a simplified probabilistic
approach. This has the distinct advantage over conventional
time step numerical modeling of requiring only limited input
data, and reducing computational effort. Specific conclusions
based on the modeled example indicate that: 1. Energy storage over 10 minutes, using for example,
flywheels, could allow 10% more wind energy to be absorbed
without grid reinforcement, and appears in this particular case
to be economically worthwhile given reasonable storage cost
assumptions.
2. Energy storage over 24 hours using perhaps redox flow
cells would allow up to 25% more wind energy to be absorbed
and 30% more revenue to be earned. With the current costs of
such flow cells, this would appear to be uneconomic.
3. Even energy storage capacity up to 1 day cannot exclude
the possibility of energy curtailment for a weak grid
connection.
4. Energy management, combining energy storage over 24
hours with energy curtailment, can allow up to 3 times the
amount of wind energy to be absorbed by a weak grid.
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